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PORTUGAL

A WORLD IN ONE COUNTRY

Bringing together 192 nations, Expo 2020 Dubai
will truly be a world stage, where history and
tradition meet future and innovation. Being part
of this global platform is a unique opportunity to
promote Portugal's ability to welcome, integrate,
influence and be influenced by other cultures —
and to present itself as a reinvented, multicultural
country, in constant pursuit of discovery, as
reflected in the theme of the Portuguese
participation: “Portugal, a world in one country".
This proposal is therefore rooted in the vision of
diversity and inclusion, but also in Portugal's
ambition to strengthen ties between nations on a
global scale.

THE PAVILION
The central theme of the Portuguese
participation, "Portugal, a world in one country", is
symbolically evident in the work of the pavilion —
a bold architectural design that splits into two
structural concept lines.
The Caravel
Caravel as an iconic symbol of Portugal's
connection with the World and its contribution to
the strengthening of global relations between
civilizations. As if defying the laws of gravity, it
rises from the ground, indicating the urgency of
new paths, new journeys. The verticality of the
reinterpreted sails embraces the wind as the
driving force in the pursuit of adventure.
The Square
Square, as the epitome of a meeting place
and sharing, invokes Portuguese values of
openness, diversity and inclusion. Its undefined
perimeter is an invitation for new encounters,
exchanges and opportunities.

The choice of materials for each space is a
reflection of Portuguese identity and tradition,
namely cork
cork, transformed into furniture and
outdoor seating areas, the Portuguese pavement
(also known as ‘calçada portuguesa’) for outdoor
public spaces and the traditional hand-painted
tiles, or simply ‘Azulejo’.
Azulejo
On the ground floor there is an informal event
space, the Portugal Concept Store, featuring
products from more than 40 Portuguese
companies, a cafeteria and a protocol area that
welcomes VIP delegates and economic diplomacy.
The first floor contains the exhibition path, with
an immersive multimedia show and an interactive
experience inspired by three thematic areas:
'Diversity', 'Sustainability' and 'Opportunity'. On
the second floor visitors will find the Al-Lusitano
restaurant, run by Luso-Argentinian chef Chakall,
with a terrace facing Jubillee Park, and a
multipurpose area, which will take on various
configurations and be at the disposal of
Portuguese companies.
The project for the Portuguese Pavilion is the
result of a partnership between Casais Group and
Saraiva+Associados, with Architect Miguel Saraiva
responsible for the project design.

THE RESTAURANT
Al-Lusitano was the chosen name for the
Al-Lusitano
signature restaurant of the Portugal Pavilion at
Expo 2020 Dubai. A beautifully designed indoor
space, decorated with tiles and inspired by
traditional themes of the Portuguese pavement,
featuring a 140sqm terrace, brings together in a
single environment the true Portuguese
experience, from the menu design to the
specialized and personalized service.

"The whole of Portugal will be at the
table, from north to south all the
way to the islands, featuring the
best products and brands that said
'Present!' from the very beginning.
It is an honor for me to be able to
represent the country in this way."
Chef Chakall

@restaurante_al.lusitano
Al-Lusitano

Heading the kitchen will be chef Chakall, a LusoArgentinian with a deep knowledge of Portuguese
gastronomy, who promises to take the Expo
audience through the geography of our country's
flavors. The result is a celebration of Portugal's
most typical and iconic dishes, where tradition
meets the finest ingredients to reveal the true
flavor, authenticity and character of Portuguese
cuisine.

With respect for the traditional customs of the
United Arab Emirates, Al-Lusitano offers a range
of delicacies from different regions of Portugal,
from honey and goat cheese to the traditional
codfish, octopus, seafood rice, olive oil, preserves,
rice pudding or the famous Portuguese custard
tart. As for wines, the restaurant features a
superb selection of 200 reference names, which
also aim to represent the very best products of
[1]
each region.
Refined by the most diverse cooking techniques
and chef Chakall’s characteristic creativity, our
dishes will certainly appeal to the vast and varied
audience of Expo 2020 Dubai. We are proud of
what we do and would like Portugal to be
remembered, among other things, for its diverse
and rich gastronomy.

[1] Note: It is possible to sell wine in Dubai, as long as the venue has the required license.

PORTUGAL
CONCEPT STORE
The Portugal Concept Store is a transactional
platform for the promotion of Portuguese brands
and the Portugal Brand developed by AICEP.
The store positions itself within the concept of
Crafted Sophistication, which tells the story of
Portugal through some of its finest, genuine,
proven origin, handmade products. With a
portfolio of 40 Portuguese companies, chosen by
an independent curator, the store features 170
products from the most varied sectors, from
Food to Fashion, Home & Décor, Personal Care,
Toys, among others.
Making its debut in the United Arab Emirates, the
Portugal Concept Store aims to meet the growing
demand for all things “Made In Portugal”, in order
to attract and nurture the loyalty of customers
worldwide.
For more information, visit:
www.portugalconceptstore.com/
@portugalconceptstore
Portugal Concept Store

ABOUT AICEP
The Portuguese Trade & Investment Agency
(AICEP) is a government business entity focused
on
promoting
a
competitive
business
environment, giving a boost to structural
investment, encouraging the best foreign
companies to invest in Portugal and contributing
to the success of Portuguese companies abroad
in their internationalization processes or export
activities.

Follow the Portuguese Participation on social media

@portugalexpo2020
#PortugalExpo2020

www.portugalexpo2020dubai.pt

